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Does Dark Matter Couple to Heavy Photons?

Observation of unexpected fluxes of e± in the cosmic rays explanations might involve DM 

annihilation. Motivates mass in the MeV to GeV 

Dark matter coupling to the A’ could explain DM annihilation into e+e –

theory
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Other Motivations

 Impact on direct dark matter searches

 It is possible to explain various unexpected and apparently 
contradicting results using a new force in the dark sector

 In particular discrepancies between direct dark matter searches 
(CDMS & XENON100 vs DAMA/LIBRA & CoGeNT)

Could help solve the muonic g-2 discrepancy (3σ)

 By adding new diagrams the presence of a new force would modify the theoretical g-2
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Heavy Photon Searches

 Former measurements are 
mainly:

 Beam dump experiments

 Lepton collider experiments

Strategies for recent fixed 
target experiments

 Two arm spectrometers

 Forward vertexing spectrometers

 Full final state measurements

 In green the g-2 favored 
region

mercredi 7 octobre 2015
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Fixed Target Experiments are an

Ideal Hunting Ground
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Production of the Heavy Photon

 Production by bremsstrahlung like process
 High Z target (W) to enhance production mechanism)

 Important QED backgrounds

 High beam intensity with thin target limited by heat problems
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Detection of the Heavy Photon

 Search based on a bump hunt

 Looking for a peak in the large QED 
background

 Limited at very low coupling

Supplemented by displaced vertex

 Reduce drastically the QED background

 Limited at high coupling because we need a long life time

Want      m/m ~ 1% for bump hunt        Want z ~ 1mm 

Vertexing A’ decays requires detectors close to the target. Bump hunting needs good 

momentum/mass resolution.  Both need tracking and a magnet.

e+ and e-
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HPS Experimental Setup

Forward, compact spectrometer and vertex detector 
 Silicon detector in ~1T dipole magnet

 Dipole analyzing magnet spreads the degraded beam and 
all low angle scattered electron

 All detectors are split to avoid this region

 The whole tracking system is kept in the beam line vacuum 
to limit scattering

 First silicon detectors are placed only half a millimeter from the center of the beam!
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Electromagnetic Calorimeter

 The calorimeter in details

 We have 442 PbWO4 crystals (from CLAS IC)

 Light amplified with new larger Avalanche Photo-Diodes

 Thermal box keeps the calorimeter at 18 degree Celsius

 All the detector electronics is updated (mother boards, 
preamplifiers and FADC)

 Addition of a light monitoring system using LEDs placed 

In front of the crystals 

 EM Calorimeter provides the trigger signal

 Lot of this work is done in IPN Orsay

PbWO4: fast, readily available (CLAS),

radiation tolerant
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Silicon Vertex Tracker

 Installed in the vacuum 

inside the analyzing magnet

 First layer is located at 10 cm 

from the target for maximum 

precision on vertex position

 the first layer of silicon sensor 

is only 0.5 mm from the center 

of the beam to detect small A' 

masses

 Silicon is cooled to retard 

radiation damage

 The sensors have 60 μm 

readout pitch

 The sensors are read out 

continuously at 40 MHz
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Beam Characteristics

 HPS runs up to 500 nA electron beam of 1.1, 2.2 

and 6.6 GeV and a thin W target

 The size of the beam is very important because 

of

 The proximity of the silicon tracker (0.5 mm from 

the beam)

 The heat load that can be taken by the target

 The precise vertex reconstruction we want to 

measure

 Asymmetric profile is used in order to satisfy 

all these criteria
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Trigger Algorithm

 Cluster finding

 Look at energy deposit for all 3x3 configurations of crystal

 Need two clusters on different sides of the beam

 Topological Selection

 Energy sum, time coincidence, energy difference, coplanarity 

and energy slope

 The Maximum rate for electronics is 43 kHz

 Evaluation using Monte-Carlo Simulation

 Reproduce bunches of electrons

 Simulation also helped determine trigger cuts
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True Muonium

HPS experiment has the potential to discover a new 
bound state of matter: the true muonium (μ+μ-) atom

True muonium is an hydrogen like atom
 binding of E = - 1407 eV/n2

 Much more compact than hydrogen !

The production process is very similar to the one of A'
 When two muons are produced at close enough energy they can coalesce into a bound state

 Then decay into e+e- with a life time much shorter than free muons

Search will require a vertex cut in order to suppress the 
QED background

Estimates indicates that we will be able to discover the 
1S, 2S and 2P states of true muonium

 Obtain ~15 true muonium events with two weeks of 6.6 GeV run planned for 2015

mercredi 7 octobre 2015
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2014-2015 Commissioning runs: we met our goals!

Demonstrated that HPS works as designed

Recorded enough, good quality data for first theses

And maybe first physics results in reach

Now working

Detector calibration (Ecal energy calibration, SVT alignment,…)

Data processing

Check trident yield in the data

We’re ready for HPS Physics Runs

 180 days of running have been approved by JLab's PAC

 Plans are unclear and highly depend on CLAS12

 Plans are to run 2, 4 and 6 GeV to cover all possible mass space
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The Heavy Photon Motivations
mercredi 7 octobre 2015
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Light Monitoring System

 LED are inserted in front of crystal to send light pulse

 system has been tested showing overall stability 
around 1% and 0.1% for channel to channel 

comparisons 

 We are going to use bi-color LEDs in order to test 
different wave length (red and blue)

 Radiation damage tests showed ~10% effect on 
blue but no effect on red

 Important tool to check variation of gains and time 
calibration during the run
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HPS Test Run (2011)

 The test run was successful but 
consist only on a very reduced data set

 No new A' search limits 

 Validation of our detection system

 We found that EGS was giving the 
correct estimation for large angle 
coulomb scattering against GEANT 4
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